Pianoro, 24th March 2020

Dear Partner,
MG2 is taking the Coronavirus situation very seriously.
Therefore, we are taking all the necessary precautions to ensure both the health and
the safety of our employees and visitors, always in compliance with the measures
imposed by the Italian Government.
We are also working hard not to interrupt the supply of our products, services and technical
assistance or at least to minimize their disruption: for this purpose, we are implementing day
by day all the available technologies and all the possible organizational activities.
In this specific respect we would formally like to underline that MG2 is continuing to work
as a leading company among many others in the pharmaceutical supply chain and
therefore it is considered as a strategic player in this dramatic period.
To-date the working activities at our headquarters are going on at reduced capacity based
on lower demand. We are organized to activate the smart working modality when it can
be necessary, for those functions which makes it possible.
We can offer many online / streaming services such as: remote technical support,
FAT and tests in streaming, online meetings to discuss URS or similar activities.
The situation is fast-moving, and we created a special team to constantly both shape our
organization and adjust the measures we adopted to keep the focus on health, safety and
business continuity for both ourselves and our customers.
In case you wish to receive any more details or should you have any question regarding our
plans in this situation, please refer to your usual MG2 contact, visit our constantly updated
web page www.mg2.it/coronavirus-news and follow us on our LinkedIn and Facebookofficial
pages.
#MG2DoesNotStop
MG2 s.r.l.
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